
Students at Legacy Secondary are required to adhere to designated uniform specifica-
tions.  Required Uniform, including shirt with Legacy logo, pants, skirt, and sweaters, all 
must be purchased from one of our vendors (Educational Outfitters or Land's End) to 
maintain a strict congruity with dress code.  Natural style hair colors and neatly 
groomed hair must be maintained.  Female ear piercings (1) are the only allowable 
piercings to remain in while in uniform.  Tattoos must not be visible while in uniform. 
Use of fragrances is not permitted. 
 

Legacy Ladies’ Dress Code: 

-  Navy, gray or plaid (set colors) skirt.  Skirts must be no more than 3” above the floor when the  

 student is kneeling.   

-  pressed white or blue/French blue shirt with logo, short, long, or 3/4 sleeves  

-  black dress shoes, closed toe 

-  Navy blue or gray sweater (with logo) through vendor is optional for colder weather. No substitu-
tions allowed.   

-  Tights or leggings may be worn with skirts: solid white, gray, black, or navy colors only 

-  ladies’ socks: white knee high or white tights (plain, no patterns or added colors) 

 

Photos below are sample photos only.  All shirts, sweaters, vests should include Legacy crest.  Please 
see personalized websites at Educational Outfitters or Lands End for specific details, or contact the 
WCA office. 



Friday Casual Dress Day  

Jeans in good repair, with a polo shirt, T-shirt with no slogans or images, or button down dress shirts; dress blouses 

with modest necklines, may be sleeveless as long as undergarments are not visible during regular activity. Closed-toe 

shoes will be worn, no sandals or flip-flops. Modesty matters. 

Physical Education  

Students should wear navy blue gym shorts, at least fingertip length, and loose-fitting grey T-shirt with Legacy Crest. 

Items are available through uniform vendor.  2 sets of PE clothes are recommended.  Athletic shoes or closed-toe 

shoes are mandatory for P.E.  

Special Occasions and Chapel  

For special events where students are requested to “dress up,” the following guidelines will be followed:  

  Ladies: Skirt and blouse, dress, or dress pants and shirt. No form fitting or revealing dresses, shirts, or skirts. Dresses 

or skirts must be no shorter than 3 inches above the floor when kneeling. Sheer or lace overlays do not count towards 

length. Sheer or lace tops must have a modest tank underneath (no spaghetti straps). Dresses or shirts with a modest 

neckline may be sleeveless as long as undergarments are not visible during regular activity or may have a shirt, jacket, 

or sweater worn over them. One shoulder or strapless shirts or dresses are not permitted. Modesty matters. 

  Gentlemen: Dress shirt and dress pants. Clothes should be neatly pressed and shirts tucked in. Tie and/or jacket is 

optional.  

*for style only, must be grey 


